North Korea Fired Its Ninth
Missile This Year, Showing
Contempt for the US and China
President Trump chastised North Korea after the country showed
“major disrespect” toward China when it launched its ninth
ballistic missile this year. It flew about 280 miles and
landed in the Sea of Japan. -GEG
On Twitter Monday, Trump said: “North Korea has shown great
disrespect for their neighbor, China, by shooting off yet
another ballistic missile…but China is trying hard!”
South Korea said the launch was “a severe threat to the peace
and stability of not only the Korean Peninsula, but also the
international community.”
“Since our new government took office, North Korea has been
frequently and repeatedly conducting provocation in such
manner,” South Korea’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs said a
statement. “This is in direct opposition to our demands in
regards to the denuclearization and peace of the Korean
Peninsula.”
Japanese Prime Minster Shinzo Abe “the issue of North Korea is
a top priority for the international community.”
Read full story here…

Evergreen
State
College
Student Protesters Furious
over New Video of Their
Antics Made Public
Olympia, Washington: Student protesters at Evergreen State
College are furious that a video showing their behavior was
made public. Last week they tried to force the resignation of
a biology professor by intimidating him, and now they hold the
president of the school, George Bridges, hostage during
insult-peppered rants. [This is a classic case of mob-emotion
spreading among, not ignorant masses, but among ignorant
college students – the future leaders of America. Still want
to send you child to college?] -GEG
Students at Evergreen State College are furious that a video
documenting their anarchic behavior has been made public, The
College Fix reports.
The footage shows students going berserk, swearing like your
mother never heard and screaming about “racist white
teachers,” “white-assed administrators,” and the obligatory
“black power” slogans during what was supposed to be a
“meeting” between the malcontent students, college president
George Bridges and other college administrators.

Activists are not pleased that the embarrassing video can now
be seen by the world on the internet, and they they are
demanding that the “stolen” document be “taken down” by this
Friday.
“We demand that the video created for Day of Absence and Day
of Presence that was stolen by white supremacists and edited
to expose and ridicule the students and staff be taken down by
the administration by this Friday.”
The students then outline just how they expect the university
to proceed to find the guilty culprits. Claiming to have been
in touch with “the Attorney General’s office,” the students
suggest that the university “commit to launching an extensive
forensic investigation” to discover just who “stole” the
video, and, if a suspect is found, to ask that criminal
charges be brought against the suspect “in consultation with
the Attorney General.”
The video contains many memorable moments of the students’
interacting with their school administrators. They shout “fuck
you, and fuck the police” repeatedly while maintaining that
“whiteness is the most violent fuckin’ system to ever
breathe!” Attempting a philosophical bridge, the students say
they are “tired of white people talking about what black and
brown people need” before getting to their real point: “Fuck
you George [Bridges]; we don’t wanna listen to a goddamn thing
you have to say! No, you shut the fuck up.”
Read full article here…

Zbigniew
Brzezinski,
the
Architect of Al-Qaeda That
Spawned ISIS, Is Dead
Zbigniew Brzezinski, the former National Security Advisor
under President Carter, has died. He was a well know theorist
behind the building of global government and was a major
influence on US foreign policy. It was his idea to create alQaeda as a force to weaken Soviet influence in the Middle
East, a force that eventually became ISIS.
Alex Jones
explains this strategy taken from Brzezinski’s book, The Grand
Chess Board. The plan was to train and fund violent elements
within Islam so they will threaten the world with terrorism
and conquest. Then, use the resulting chaos as an excuse to
take control of countries while appearing to be saving them
from Islam. [Jones’ summary of this strategy is accurate, but
we do not agree with all aspects of this report. For example,
we do not agree that President Trump has told the Saudis that
the Grand Chessboard is over. We do not agree with him that
globalism is dead. We agree with Jones when he says that Soros
is not a leftist in spite of the fact that many of his minions
are outright Communists, and we agree when Jones says that
Soros’ civilian armies are mimicking Hitler’s Brown Shirts.
The main point is that we do not think that making a rightvs.-left distinction means anything significant. That’s
because the wrong words are being used to describe these
groups. Communists and Fascists are both collectivists and
they adhere to the same ideology. They are merely the right

and left wings of the same ugly bird called collectivism. For
a deeper understanding of this issue, see my essay,
Collectivism. For a really deep dive, see The Chasm,] –GEG

